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NEW MEXICO L080

By Falling Angels

Tell Us What You Think !

Skydiving Instructions Given
Mike Shyne vice president of
the Falling Angels the UNM
Sport Parachute CI~b, describes
getting out of a plane for a free
fall as "like getting out of prison
... movement is completely effortless. There's no ha!lsle with anything.
Although free-falling itself
may not be much hassle, getting
there is not quite as easy. Mem·
bership costs $3!>, which includes
ground school, insurance, use of
club equipment, and the first
static-line jump.
Static-line Jumps
Static-line jumps involve the
use of a nylon string attached
at one end to the plane and at the
other to the jumper. Five of these
are required to graduate to freefalls.
Costs after the initial fee are
$5 for a static-line fall and $3 for
a free-fall.
Another obstacle to the potential jumper is the age requirement: jumpers must be at least
16, and, if under 21, have notarized parental permission.
According to Shyne, though, it's
all worth it. He speaks of skydiving affectionately, at times
poetically.
"You feel so completely relaxed
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and free up there • . . . once I
almost fell al)leep. It's like there
are a million little tiny wi;res
attached to the sky suspendrng
you.
Whistling Parachute
"You hear the whistle of the
parachute and see the parachute
breathe in and out. It'll well . • •
true ecstasy."
Shyne's enthusiasm is shared
by the other 30 members who
spend their Sundays at the Rio
Grande Estates in Belen.
The club boasts two winners in
national competition. Tl'easurer
Tom Wintr.ich tied for first place
in individual accuracy at the Nationa! c 0 11 e g i a t e Pa1•achute
Championships, and Jeff Russell
viaced as overall champion in the
same competition.
Once a jumper has accumulated
a certain number of jumps he
may work toward one of the four
jumping licenses offered by the
United States Parachuting Association. A "D" license, the highest qualification, reqUil'eS at least
200 jumps, including one water
jump and one night jump.
Exhibition Work
With experience can come exhibition work, more exciting vis-
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ually than free-falling. Stunts of
this kind include passing an egg
from one P.erson to an~the~· in
free-bll . wtthout b~·eakmg the
egg, falling thro~gh a bat~n, or
formmg a star wtth ?ther. JUmp.
ers. The stunts sometimes mvolve
the use of r~d smoke bombs at·
tached to thetr boots.
. .
These stunts, and sk~d1vmg as
a whole, al'e not excessrvely dan~
gerous, says Shyne.

FOR RENT
APT. FOR RENT-$76 plus utilities. Good

condition. Living rm, Kit~hen. 1 bedrrn
!\Pd bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
or see at 131 Harvard BE Apt. 8, mornin.w.J.
FOR SALE
1954 PONTIAC HEARSE, 65,000 mlles.
New Motor. wheeL':!, bu~ket seats, tach~,
shifter, recent paint job, radio, comPlete
records kent on all eXJ;JensO'l. $1200 lnve>ted sell for $660 cash or trade. 115 ll
Harvard SE.
68 RENAULT R·lO, 17,925 a•tunl miles,
AM-FM-SW radio, like new condition, 3035 miles per cnllon, excellent tires. Have
company car, muat sell. Call 314-1261.
1958 AUSTIN REALY. Best offer over
$375. Needs minor body work. Ed Reddig Enco Station across ftom Bntann
HoqpitaL
1966 SUZUKI TRAIL. ~225. Phone 256·
1997 alter 6 p,m,
500cc INDIAN Single 1968. 500cc AJS
Single 1966. Best ofl'er-115 D Harvrurd
SE before 4 p.m.
LlKE NEW Concord 700 Stereo Tape R ...
corder. Beautiful wood cabinet & spea,k·
ers. $150. Call 277·2377.
SERVICES
WILL DO TYPING at mY hollle. Call 8980683.
HELP WANTED
LARGE FIRM ean use 2 male undergraduates in advertising & sales d~partrnent.
$2,66 per hr. nvernge. Car required. 2994366, 2 to 4 p.m. only.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapes, ro,. clnss lectures. Cheap ($) but
sturdy. Cnll 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J, MilogJav,
RUSH AVIATION CENTER, lnstrulilentComlilercial-Private
Ground
School
classes. CnD 256-3756 or 298-1978.
"HARRY, NOON AND NIGHT is a shock•
fng p-laY. f:Ven for :me. and rm not
ensily

i
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A $200.00 Diamond Ring
Vol. 72

Thursday, November 7, 1968
0

shocked~

A free diamond ring will be given away by Beauchamp and
Company Jewelers December 6, for the best fetter written about
our advertising campaign in the New Mexico LOBO.

The diamond ring, appraised value $200.00, will be given for
the most objective and constructive letter either chalfenging or
supporting our advertising campaign. The letters will be judged
by people in the university and business community.

We have been satisfied with the campaign and response at the
store makes us feel that it has been successful. But we are concerned about recent criticism from people allegedly affiliated
with the ca-npus. This contest is an invitation for all students,
faculty and staff membrs of the University of New Mexico and
their families {the LOBO readers) to give us their opinions.

Contest rules will be published in next Monday's LOBO. Included
in our advertisement on Monday will be a review of eight of our
past ads to aid you in the composition of your letter. Please
watch for next Monday's ad. Additional copies of it will be available at the LOBO office and at our store.

But T*vc f«:1lt a growing

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.
(Across Menaul From Coronado)
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Falling Angel's President Mike
Shyne describes getting out of
the plane fol' a parachute jump as
getting out of prison. There are
30 members in UNM's skydiving
club.

Falling Angel
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"Where the Action Is"
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NUMBER ONE RHYTHM & BLUES
CLUB WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI

* ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY *
Did U know that U CAN CUM 2 LE0 1 S
LA ROC, and listen to the Romantic,
Enchanting, Invigorating music of the
LOUIEWICKHAM TRIO -every evening
from 5 p.m. to8 p.rn., at the AfternC)Qn
Club • • • • • & U know what? Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25~ for Ladies.
And • • • • 65-oz. Pitcher of Beer-97¢.
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Lou Mol'gan, middle, takes
statements f~orn tlVo students
concel'ning the l'ecent "watch-in!'

Witnesses Provide Statements

By GRANT HARVEY
News Editor
Attorney Dan McKinnon and four
students from the UNM Law School
collected 15 statements yesterday
from students and faculty that were

AWS Amends

\

•

Written Statements

By JOY HART
Staff Writer
A draft counselor should be available on the UNM campus by early
December, said Senator Terry Calvani, chairman of the Draft Counseling Committee, in a report to Student Senate last night.
Student Senate held its weekly
meeting last night but could take no

NROTC 'Watch-In' Information
As an expression of our sincerity and to encourage as wide a response as possible we are offering the free diamond. It is a full
quarter carat diamond and will be mounted in a man's or lady's
solitaire ring.

A young lass named Mary from Gary
Had looks that were quite ordinary
But boyfriends galore
Beat a path to her door
Cause out of Schlitz-never was f'-.1ary.

268-4480

"~

U Draft COun or
Should Be Available
Early in December

Want Ads

sense of commitment to ita truth,
strength, originality and eraftsmanshlp
a,nd 1 look forward ta understanding
what Its al labout by opening nlght."Crnwford Ma,cCnllum, Old Town Studio.
Box Office 242-4602. Performanceil November 1·8, 7·10 at 8:00.
PERSONALS
STUTTERING MORE & enjoying it less?
Contact the Univernlty St>eech and
Hearing CenU,r. 277-2948.
ELIZABETH CHAPMAN'S has Immodest
clothes at modest prices.

I

We Are Offering Free

NEW
EXICO

Hours Proposal
The Associated Women Students
(AWS) Executive Council yesterday

submitted an amendment to the
A WC Council calling for hours for
first and second semester freshmen
women.
The original AWS hours proposal
called for the elimination of hours
for all hut first semester freshmen.
Before taking action, the A WS
Council voted to take the amend~
ment to all campus women's organizations represented on the CounciL
If the proposal passes, freshmen
women will have hours of midnight
-Sunday through Thursday-and
2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. The
proposal remained the same in that
hours for sophomores, juniors, seniors, and women students over 21
would be eliminated.
The AWS Ex:ecutive Council defines a freshman woman as a "new
entrant into college who has not resided in University housing for two
semesters."
Terri Johnson, A WS Council secretary, said one of tha reasons for
the amendment was that it was believed to be in the best interest of
the freshmen women and UNM.
Miss Johnson also said that it is
easier to extend hours after a trial
period than to rett•act the hours as
stated in the original proposal.
If the A WS Council amends the
proposal, it must go back to the Executive Council fm• approval. Both
the AWS Council and the Executive
Council must approve the proposal.
The proposal must thett be approved
by Dean of Women, Helen Whiteside.
Miss Johnson said that if the proposal were passed, there would be a
trial period of one year.

present at the Oct. 22 Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps (NROTC)
"watch-in" at Zimmerman field.
McKinnon said the statements
could be submitted to Student Standards in proceedings against three
UN.M students, Allen Cooper, Manuel
Wright, and Larry Russell by the
UNM administration.
Four Law Students
The four Jaw students, Tom Popejoy Jr., Lou Marjon, Jack Campbell,
and Richard Simms took statements
about "everything that happened on
the field" the day of the watch-in so
that McKinnon could get as many
of the facts as possible in defense of
the students involved.
McKinnon said that there had
been so many versions of the action
on Zimmerman field two weeks ago
that he had to ask for signed statements in order to "clear away exaggerated statements."
Prior to the revocation of the suspensions, supporters of the three
students circulated two types of sup-

port statements for students and
faculty members to sign,
Involved in Watch-In
A ''complicity" statement was
signed by those who were involved
in the dmonstration and felt that
they were as guilty as the three who
they :felt were "arbitrarily picked
out a.nd punished.''

The other· petition was described
as a "support" statement and was
signed by people who were not involved directly in the watch-in but
believed that the administration had
acted unjustly in suspending the students "without due process."
Last Thursday, Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
t·eferred the three reinstated students to Student Standards with a
recommendation that they be suspended.'
The reinstatement came after severe criticism from several campus
factions including a UNM ad hoc
faculty committee that passed a
rsolution requesting the revocation
of the suspensions.

In Presidential Race

Predictions 1-Jold True
NEW YORK (UPI)-The major
pollsters were correct in their preelection warnings that the presidential race was too close to call with
certainty.
The election of Richard M. Nixon
over Hubert H. Humphrey and
George C. Wallace was a neck-andneck contest in the popular vote. Lat.
est figures indicate that Nixon got
43 percent of the popular vote, Humphrey 43 per cent and Wallace 13.
The final Gallup Poll issued Monday
gave Nixon 43 percent, Humphrey
42, Wallace 15, and 4 percent undecided-the most accurate presidential projection in the poll's 333year history. The Gallup poll final
reports have been accurate within
1.5 percentage points on the average
since 1952 but had never before been
this close1 Gallup said.
The final Harris poll, issued Mon~

day night, gave Humphrey 43 percent, Nix:on 40, and Wallace 13, with
4 percent undecided.
Sindlinger Reports Change
The poll conducted by the Sind~
linger Daily Survey gave Humphrey 40.2 percent, Nixon 37.1 and
Wallace 11.6. "Undecideds" and "refused to states" totalled 11.1 percent.
Sindlinger was the first to report
firmly an upswing in Humphrey's
popularity with voters.
Albert E. Sindlinger, head of the
organization, said an analysis of
8,177 interviews between Oct. 13 and
Oct. 31, the eve of the Viet Nam
bomb halt announcement and from
Nov. 1 to 4, the eve of the election,
indicated that Nixon would get 25.9
million votes, Humphrey 27 million,
Wallace 9.8 million, and other candidates 828,000.

voting action because of the lack of
a quorum.
Absent senators were Mike Cole,
Mike Courtney, George Hiller, Anne
Knight, and Lee Pittard. Courtney
had to take an exam during the
meeting, Ron Curry, ASUNM vicepresident, said.
Although the group could not vote
on any proposals, committee reports
and announcements were made,
Wi11 Contact UNM Law School '
Calvani said that the Draft Counseling Committee plans to contact
the dean of the UNM law school "to
find out the legal repercussions the
Univ~rsity could face" if a student
was given the wrong advice by the
counselor.
Applications will be taken for the
position soon, Calvani said. He has
no idea who the counselor will be at
this point.
The committee is now involved in
findin:g- out "ns =<.u::b as possibl-e"

about draft counseling. The University of Houston and the National
Student Association have been con:
tacted for information.
The University of Houston now
has an operative draft counselor.
The Draft Counseling committee is
contacting the Society of Friends,
the Resistance, and the Albuquerque
Bar Association for further infor~
mation.
Constitutional Amendment
Bills on the agenda which could
not be acted on because of the lack
of quorum included a constitutional
amendment, a bill establishing an ad
hoc committee on parking, and a
resolution concerning the parkin~
problem.
Curry said that the two bills concerning the parking situation could
not have been acted o:n even if there
had been a quorum. Lee Pittard, author of the bills, has not presented a
wTitten copy of them to the steering
committee, Curry said.
A new bill allocating $173,560 to
the Albuquerque Police Department
could :not be referred to the Steering
Committee because of the lack of
quorum.
Thirteen Senators Present
Thirteen senators were present at
the meeting, Since three..forths ·QJ
the Senate membership of 18 must
be present to conduct a meeting,
one more. senator would have been
enough to reach the quorum of 14
needed.
Curry asked those present at the
meeting to take special note of these
senators who were absent. When
asked if he could declare a quorum,
Curry replied that he preferred to
because he felt that it was "the senators responsibility to themselves
and to their school., to be present at
the meetings.
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Bema

The New Me><ico Lobo is published
dally every regular week of the University ye<~r by the Board of Student Publicafio~s of the Associuted Students Qf
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with •econd
cfa.., postage 1>oid of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the acaclemic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo ore those of th<!
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The lobo.
Nothing necessarily represent; the views
of the Assodoted Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico,

New-School

Bema is oigned guest editorial opinion, not necessarily l'ellectlng the vi~WB of 'I'he Lobo.

By ROGER Y • .ANDERSON
The administration has lifted
the suspensions of the three students they chose to prosecute for
the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC) "watch-in.''
They will now bring charges of
disrupting an educational function against the three and requel!t
a one-year suspension. The problem with this charge is that everyone has a slightly different idea
of what constitutes educational
function.
Take, for example, the rigid
c 1a s s r o o m structure. Here the
~classroom is sacred and inviolate.
Students sit in numbered seats
and rows. Attendance is taken
and three cuts mean an automatic F.
Leaving the classroom during
lectures distracts other students
and interrupts the professor's
chain of thought (they are not
used to people leaving) and slightly disrupts the educational process.
lt is permissable only in dire
emergencies. The subject matter
is serious and it must be learned;
grades and degrees are at stake.
To disrupt this atmosphere is a
serious offense - perhaps worth
a one-year suspension.
ln another class the atmosphere
is more relaxed. The following
•--event happened in a largo freshman class last "!)lonth. The professor had a graduate student
from his department sit in the
class as a ringer when exams
were passed out.
The student, upon seeing his
exam, jumped up, shouted at the

'

professor and complained bitterly
amid the anxious apprehension
of the other students. The professor quietly pulled a gun from
beneath the desk and the complaining student meekly retreated.
The event had nothing to do
with the subject but it related to
u n i v e r s i t y life. The students
laughed and turned to the subject
for the day. Attendance in this
~:lass is optional and high. If a
student gets up and leaves, the
class assumes that he has a good
reason and no one takes notice.
This is the "old-school" versus
the "new-school". The generation
gap. Whatever you, want to call
it, classroom atmosphere just
aint' what it used to be. Take the
ROTC incident for example.
The structuxe of ROTC is oldschool and some (perhaps most)
of the cadets are old-school. When
the students appeared, these cadets got upset. Some of the cadets,
however, were new-school and enjoyed the whole episode. Some
joked and laughed with the "offenders" (new-school cadets tend
to have moustaches.)
Or look at it this way. The
latest thing in militacy training
is teaching officers and men how
to stay cool when £acing the
wrath of an unhappy population.
Suppose the captain had been instructed to set up such an exercise.
He could hardly have come up
with mo:re realism if it had been
planned.
In the present case, he carefully lectured to his men about
how to react to these pressures
and they stood the test pretty

well. One could argue in the news c h o o 1 tradition (and not too
facetiously) that the offending
students were aiding an ROTC
educational function.
The point of all this is that
universities are changing. People
and attitudes are changing. If I
read the atmosphere on that field
correctly, no one was trying to
stop the ROTC and no one did. It
was a lousy anti-war protest. It
was a "happening".
To an old-school administrator,
standing horrified on the sidelines,
I can see why he would think that
the end of law and order and the
university was in sight. To a newschool student, frolicking on the
field, I can see why his "thing"
would be the further "liberalization" of a stuffy university.
What we have witnessed is the
generation gap in action. The oldschool administrators reacted to
the situation by wielding their
heavy club of authority and stril:ing a solid blow for "law and
order" amid the official praises of
the American Legion.
The faculty and students, fearful of this overreaction, wrested
the club from the administrators
and in the process found strength
among themselves. Now the same
faculty and students must decide
what kind of a place this is going
to be.
Whatever happens, the whole
event has created more dialogue,
discussion, unity, and community
than all of the university conferences put together. This is an educational iunction,

To The Editor:

'

' !

AMERICA IS PARTLY WRONG
To The Editor:
Dammit, Ameriea isn't basically
all right. Am e r i c a is basically
partly wrong, so let's look at the
situation.
',_ That is, let's look at the situation without trying to appease
each other, or make alliances, or
concessions, or a n y thin g else.
Let's realize that America is partly wrong.
And let's do it in the context
of the latest administration miscue: the suspension of three university students.
No"\\' that the:y- have been reinstated, Dean Lavender is going
. to try legally to get them kicked
out, Why? Is it because they of~
fended the University? Is it because they did something which
could hurt the administration's
pride? Forget that crap for just
a second, administration, and look
at something different. Why did
the whole thing start in the first
eplaee?
Because the education system
at the university is wrong. It is
unfair to put 500 people in one
classroom, and grade them on two
(or three or four) tests which
wiii affect his average possibly
'Unfairly and will ultimately kill
his chances of getting a good job.
The key word ia possibly. As long
as the University knows that the
grading system. could be unfair,
then it is wrong for them to con·
tinue it.
But as they persist in refusing
change it brands them as inconsidera~ (of thei!e students) illinformed (if they don't know
what·ia going on), stupid (if they

' > :f

can't digest the facts), and stubborn (for refusing to change).
But the Administration can say
that a smart person will get good
grades no matter what the situation is.
Why don't we decide what our
objectives are? A:re they to teach
only the students who come here
realizing that education is a privilege? That seems to be the administration's attitude. But education
is no longer a privilage. Back in
the days when, it was. But now
almost anybody can go to-college.
So it becomes a duty. Our duty
to study, and the administrations
duty to help us learn. Did you
catch that, administration? You
have a duty. So since time!! have
changed, and you have a new
duty, take a chance and try to
do your part.
Not only is it unfair to put 500
people in a classroom and tl'y to
grade them as equals, it is also
ulifair to put 500 people in a classroom. Or fifty. Twenty-:five is
more conducive to learning. So
what we need is more teachers.
And what the administration
needs is more money. So why not
go out and get it?
You should be reforming the
,system, and then laying the whole
mess on the state and federal au·
thorities. Hire ali the teachers
you need. Have classrooms in the
bathrooms if you run out o:f space.
Just keep buying things, and the
state and national officials had
better do som,~thing,
And now that I have said all
of this, what will happen? Nothing. So l now present :for student
consideration a sure cure to the

WASHlNGTON-Crime-in-thestreets is one • of those issues
which separates the liberal fro:m
the half-liberal, to the point ()f
polarization.
A reporter for the Washington
Post described to me the occasion
of his mugging and robbery one
night at Resurrection City. A
young, black, successful reporter,
he was a strong sympathizer of
the Poor People's Campaign. "I'll
tell you, though," he said, ''when
that happened, I was ready to say
'to hell with the poor people.' "
Familiar Res»onse
It was a familiar response that
the liberal might cateh himself
thinking when his car is stoned
or his house burglarized. And it
does happen to liberals more so
than to suburban Wallace men. I
felt the same response only two
weeks later when I myself was
nearly mugged and pulled from
my car while covering the same
campaign. I remember what my
mother said when I told her of
· the incident. "So what do you
think of the poor people now,"
she asked.
Wallace's jtmgle is here. As a
liberal I admit it. As a liberal I
dtive everywhere - with doors
locked. I sleep uneasily, for last
summer I was awakened by a
burglar. This summer the Mayor
of Washington himself was awakened by a burglar in his bedroom.
Blacks, Whites Victimized
Last week, youths went on a
window smashing and looting
spree for four nights along a
commercial strip with no racial
motivation except their black,
youthful lawlessness. Black merchants and white were hit indiscriminately.
On a radio talk-show a white
man laments that he must break
the law to protect himself. Since
his business takes him into the
ghetto, he carried a shoulder
pistol; he has needed to draw it
on occasion when assaulted.
Teenagers within the city are
getting "mouthy" as one corner
grocer called it. One 62-year-old
woman who runs a store near
Western High School locks up at
recesses and at the end of school.
This week one student broke in,
robbed her and hit her on the
head with his pistol.
Carry Food, No Money

be no longer than 250 wt~rds typewritten, duuble sp...,ed. Nrune, telephone number Md addreso tnu.t be
lnciuded, :alUlongb name 'will be
wilhheld UJ>On :reQuest.
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Pledges 'Open' Administration

Let.u.rs are welcome, and should

University's ills. A panacea designed to end the administration,
uplift the students, start a new
and better learning process, and
relieve some of the pressure on
every students shoulders.
Ignore the administration l Pretend that they don't e:x:ist. If you
want to drop out of a class, drop
out! If you want to add a class,
add it! If the Administration tells
you that you are na longer in
school, ignore it. Boycott the Administration Building. Heady is
how you feel when you've had too
much to drink. Lavender is a
color. Persons? Deans at the university? I've never heard of them.

. Thursday, November 7, 1968
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You want to change the grading system? Pretend that it does
not exist. Take a test simply to
help you unite the course and
it's objectives with what you have
1 e a r n e d. Don't pick up your
grades. They are unimportant.
All you need to know is how much
you have learned. And when you
go for a job let them figure it out
for themselves instead of reading
your transcripts. It is all a part
of their job.
Finally, I remind you of the
inunortal words of that :famous
Greek philosopher who said that
eternal flUJt is inevitable.
By Mark Wiesen

Grant Harvey

Washington buses no longer
carry change since the fatal
'Shooting of one driver and a
series of other robberies this
spring. Even the Macke Vending
trucks remind one of a summer
~·obbery. They too cary signs telling potential robbers now that the
men are carrying food, not money,
Within my own precinct, the
number of crimes per month has
jumped from the mid-BOO's last
year to the mid-500's this year,
mostly in robberies and car
thefts. The local banks have pool.
ed some funds and started running half-page advertisemetns
this week offering $2000 rewards
in any of 74 bank robberies this
year. ('l.'here were 29 all last
year).
The D.C. Stadium and Armory
also are within this precinct. Last
month several men and women
were accosted and 'Several stabbed
:following a Redskins garue.
Friends of mine describe a more
subtle and frequent "assault" in
the parking lots. "Watch youx
car for a dollar, mister?" men
will be asked. And they better
pay them a dollar.
Two Liberal Responses
The liberal can respond two
ways, but the first way belies his
liberalism as described above. But
the people who react in this way
are usually those who vote liberal
as opposed to labelling themselves
liberals, Typically, these are the
blue collar democrats who "go
along" with a Humphrey or a
Kennedy because they can afford
what they are "giving.''
When these people then sense
either ingratitude or the economic
pinch of their generosity, their
''liberalism" fndes. They take the
dialetical leap to Wallace, but for
them it is not really a leap.
Affox-d More Pinch
The real liberals, those who
adopt the title, not only are those
who can afford more "pineh" (as
they can) but are those who can
afford the extra compassion demanded by a robbery, a car theft,
or an assault. The liberal recognizes himself as an anonymous
symbol-white face among blacks.
His acceptance of beatings and
robberies because of this recognition serves to reinforce his awarness of the symbol and is the
genuine Christian act of "turning
the other cheek." He looks at the
Bible-toting George Wallace with
scorn.
Crime-in-the-streets is a good
issue for the liberal. It poses the
ultimate challenge to his political
dedication. As with the reporter
for the Washington Post, it
awakens him to his own instincts
as they are working within other
people less "liberal" than himself.
Use Same Arguments
The challenge then is to communicate to the reactionary the
samj) arguments which he uses
against his own reactions: the
sense that everyone is a product
of his environment and that lawlessness on the part of the blacks
incriminates the environment they
are subject to, tha ttheir actions
are symptoms of more than an
inborn savagery.

STAFF

Grace Arnett
Sarah Laidlaw
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McGraw, John Miloglav, Anne O'Brien, Shannon
Robinsott, Scott Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
Susan Craig
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Bob Baldwin, Tony Lauderbaugh, Wayne Parks, Rich~rd
Stejskal, Bob lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Ishmael Walaitis
David Baker

Nixon To Work For Unity
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W.A SHIN G 'F 0 N (UP~)PresJdent-Elect RJChard M. Nr.xon
pledged 'W_ednesday th~ .m a J .or
goal of h1s new a?numstmtJon
~ould be to try to tm1fy the Amer.
Ican. peop~e. .
.
.Nr;.:o:n, 10 hrs fi;st spe~ch smce
wrnnmg Tuesday s electwn, told
abou~ 500 supporters and newsmen m the gr~nd ballrom? of the
Waldorf-.Astorr~ Hote~ ;n N.ew
York that h1s adm1mstratwn
w~~ld
be an open ~ne.
Open to new rdeas, open to
men and women of both parties,
open to the critics as well as
those who support us," the 55yeM·-old President- Elect said.
"We want to bridge the generation gap. We want to bridge the
gap between races.
"We want to bring America
togethe1·
and that
I amweconfident
this
task is one
can undertake and be successful," Nixon
said.
Nixon Visits Eisenhower
Latel·, Nixon flew to Washington with his family to visit :former President Dwight D. Eisenhower, at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center.
A crowd of about 300 persons
waited
more than 90 minutes to
Ron SwitzeJ:>, assoeiate curator greet Ni:x:on
as he arrived at the
Anthro Exhibit
at the Museum of Anthropology,
hospital
with
his wife, Pat, and
examines part of a current silver
their two daughters, Tricia and
jewell'y collection.
Julie.
The President-Elect appeared
nervous as he spoke to his supporters in New York. He rubbed
his hands together and constantly
shifted them from in front to
behind his back. But he was happy and did not try to conceal his
glee.
The first part of an extensive jects, including part of her stone
President Johnson earlier wircollection of objects from Asia rubbings executed between 1959
ed congratulations to Presidenthas arrived at UNM's Maxwell an~ 1962. The stone rubbings, Elect Richard M. Nixon which
wh1ch reproduce the designs carvMuseum of Anthropology.
the responsibilities of lenderContributed to the museum by ed on Muslim tombs are the first said
ship
too heavy and important
Mrs. Ethel J. Bunting of Charles- ones known to have been made in to beareencumbered
by "narrow
ton, S.C., the material is mostly Pakistan. They were included in partisanship."
from P a k i stan. Included are. a collection which has been cirLBJ Praises Humphrey
jewelry, costumes, rugs, and tex- culated by the Smithsonian InHe sent a warmer condolence
tiles selected to :furnish a l'epre- stitute.
telegram to Vice Ptesident Husentative
sample
Most of the jewelry is silver. bert 1{. Humphrey praising him
tribes
of the
area. :from different
Ron Switzer, associate curator Some is enameled silver and some for his "brave, enlightened and
campaign.
of the museum, says some of the is silver inlaid with glass. Nearly vigorous"
Both wil'es were sent from the
collection will be exhibited soon every common de!ilign motif ia Ll3J ranch moments after a misty
in the main gallery. A major show represented in men's and women's
of the collection will await com- rings, torques, toe rings, braclets,
pletion of an addition to the armbands and anklets. Much of
museum.
the silver jewelry was made to
Largest Selection
Mrs. Bunting's contribution be worn during a wedding and to
*Poster Board
eventually will include other ob- be used as a dowry.
*Colored Papers
IJIEJIJ!IIDillmllllffllnllllllijiiDIDIJIIUiillillllllffiiDIDffifiiiJJIIIH/IIIllJIIIIUIIIIIUJHffiiHIIIIUIIIUIIIHIUIIIIllililllllllllllllliliiiUIIfiiiiiiiiiiiUIIJIUilllllllllffiillllllll!lllliiiiiUIIIIUJilllllllll
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
.Announeementa by
•
the UNM commnn·
*Glitter
lty will be aeeepted
*Brushes
at The Lobo office.
Discount Prices

eyed Humphrey conceded defeat, turn now from the divisive conThe Texas white house was un- tentions of the political campaign
able to say when there would be to a united search for peace and
a firl:lt post-election meeting be- social justice."
tween Johnson and Nixon.
Johnson assured Nixon he will
A~ministration sources had "do everything in my power to
prevrously said the President- make your burdens lighter on that
Elect would be fully and immedi- day when you assume the responately briefed on steps leading up sibilities of the president.''
to. the bombing halt and expanded
He also expressed his admiraV1et Nam peace talks in Paris.
tion for his future successor's
Congratulating him on his sue- "perseve1·ance and determination"
cessful bid for the White House, in achieving and winning the elecJohnson told Nixon:
tion.
Heavy Responsibilities.
lF~~!;~·~;;;;;-;
"As you well know the respon- 1
sibi!ities of leadershlp today are
probably heavier than they have
ever been before. They are certainly too heavy, and too imMalcert of
portant to be also encumbered by
Indian Jewelry
narrow partisanship,
"I hope that our peo,~p~le:__w~il:_l
--.::::=:::::=:O:L:D=T:O:W:N====::
-
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New Anthropology Show
Features Asian Objects
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Thursday, Nov. 'I
NROTC Complicity Statement Student

)

l'

Meeting; Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.
Albuquerque Sympbt>Jl¥ Orchestra under
di1'e<'tion of Jose Iturbl; Popejoy Hall;
•• UNM Accounting Asooclation; Union
Faculty Lounge, 7:45 p.m.
"In the Public Interest." Discussion with
Dr. Harry Stumpf Of tbe Political Science
Department and three grndnare studenbl
on student participation in faculty atl'airs,
KUNM 9 p.m,
F:ridny, Nov. 8
Student Rights Discussion on VR!A'Mcy
Chnrges; City Attorney nnd ACLU Ln.wYer
will hOld qu..,tion/BlUIWcr p~od; Union
Ballroom; 12:30 p.m.
Frlday Night Movie; "'Women In Ule
Dn;nes;u Union Theater; 7 :p,:m..
Satm:dny, Nov. 9
Satutdny Night Movie; "To Kill A
Mocking-bird;" Union Theater; 7 p.m., 10
p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 10
Delta Sigmn PI/Alpha Kappa Psi foot,.
ball game; plaYing field east o£ .Tohnson
Gym: 1 :30 p.m.
SundnY Night Movi~; "To Kill A Mock·
intt-hirdi'• Union Then.tet; 6 p.,m., 9 p.m~
Mountain Club; Chimney hike; call Keith
Wtolstad for Info. at 2~7-1'111, ext. 2351,
Mountain Club; Three Gun CnnYOn·Em·
budita hike; call Milo Conrad for Info. nt
298-2989; meet nt Western Ski..,; 9 a.m,

Monday, Nov, I1

Lecture on J can·Paul Slll'te; GennnlM
Bree; Phi Beto Kannn VIsiting scholar
program; Educntlon Rm. 101; 8 p,m.

t~-

Saturdey. Nov. 30
J o!Irey Ballet; The Green Table; Popejoy Hall; 8:15p.m.
Snturdey, Nov. 9
Moufitain Club; Siena Club Conservation
Conference; St. Johns College, Sanm Fe;
9:15 n.m,
Wednesday, Nov. 13
Job interviews for lntemntional School&
Services: .Plneement Center.
Thuradny, Nov. U
Job intci:Viewn for Dade County Public
Schools in Minmi, Fla.: Placement Ccmtel'.
Friday, Nov. 15
Job intervieWs for Dnde County Public
Schools in Miami. Fla..: Placemmt Ccntel'.
Job interviewa for Gallup·McKinle:f
County Public Schools 1 Pla<:en~ent Center.
Monday, Nov. 18
Job intel'vieW!I for Hudson School l)ls.
trict in La Pnmtc, Callt.< Placement Cen·

LANGELL'S

:251 () Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

All Wool
PONCHO'S
%OFF

With This Ad

tel',

.

Wedn<)Sday, Nov. 20

Job interviem for Los Anl)'cl<)S County

School Districts, Plneemont Cenl<!r.
Friday, No¥. 22
Job intcrvfeW!I for Bo;y Scouts of Amerf"'h Albuqacrqne: Placement Center.
»roadway PlnY: "Tho> Star Spabgled
Girl" PopeJoy Hall; 8:15 p.tn.
Saturday, Nov. l!a
Broadwn)l' Piny: "'The Star Spangled
Girl"; Popejoy Hall; 8:15 p.m.
'I'hmsday, D""' 5
Job intervieWs for the U.S. Forest Ser.
vice: Placement Cmter.
Job intcJ:-vleW!I for the KawaU Department ol Educl\tion: l>lucement Cenl<!r.

2218 Cmtt-al S.E.
Phone 242-2018

london Fog's Carlisle
is dashingly young.

Gifts, Pottery,

No\'.29

Green Table; Pop...

Job
ment

D E L T A

s

I 6

M A

p I

Delta Sigma Pi was founded at New York University, School
of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, on NovembeJ' 7, 1907, by
Alexandel" F. Makay, Alfred Moysello, Harold V. Jacobs and
H. Albert Tienken. Delta Sigma Pi is a professional fraternity
organized to foster the study of business in universities; to
encourage scholarship, social activity and the association of
students :for theil' mutual advancement by research and prac•
tice; to promote closer affiliation between the commercial
world and students of commerce, and to further a higher
standard o:f commercial ethics and eulture, and the civic and
commercial welfare of the community.

•·
.. r

City and suburban fashion know~how in a narrowly double-breasted sense ... removable back
belt, inverted kick pleat, box sleeve-tabs, notched
demi-shawl collar and self slashed-through pockets lend an urban air. Washable Cloister® Cloth
(65% Dacron® polyester, 35% cotton) and
other London Fog® exclusives ... Third Barrier
Construction and Bachelor Buttons® that stay
sewn on. In a selection of sizes and colors.
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Sweatshirts, T·Shirts, Jackets
Reduced Up to 50%
Fashion Nylons 75< prM

12

POSTERS $1.25

Buy Glidewriter and Get This Pen Free

•

Newfunway
to write:
The Glideriter.M.
from Sheaffet.

The
right
write
at the
right
price&

(More fun than a barrel
of ballpoints.)

Sheaffer
cartridge
pen. The
smoothflowing pen
with 7 free
refills-so
you'll never
be at a loss

$

lfl!lirt\nft!llr.M

Glideriter 49¢
The TwinWell Glideriter
pen carries its own double
ink supply, and recharges
itself continuously. When
capped, the tip automatically
,
draws ink from the reserve
.~x.
well. Available with blue,
black, red or green ink.
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CLAIROl

COLLEGE SAMPLER
A Special Introductory Offer ... Just For Co-Eds I

Soft Stroke
Pen Only
30c

A KIT OF 6 FACE-MAKERS

SPECIALLY SHADE SELECTED
Just for BLONDES
Just for BRUNETTES
Just for REDHEADS

~sHMffi®

SOFT-BLUSH* DUO-

Blush! Sculpt! Shimmer!
SABlE-SOFT COMPlEXION
BRUSH 4 UP COlORS -

Cartridge
Glideriter $1.00

Campus lip-looks galore!
{

A refillable slim line style
that comes with a spare Skrip® ink
cartridge. The sharp Fine line® tip puts down
a line with an ease and smoothness you never got from
a ballpoint. The Cartridge Glideriter pen. Get hold of

one. Also in blue, bl•ck, '"" •nd ween ink.

• Oriented fiber tip
• Special new ink

tl

formula

• Smart, sophisl.icalted 1
styling
• Black, blue, red or
green ink
~)!~~!':!."

SHEAFFERct~

BOOKS!
Sartre: EXISTENTIALISM AND HUMAN
EMOTIONS. The hart of Sartre's philosophy-thai inon is personolly responsible
for what he does•
... !:7Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
, ~I

''

<

THE GUIDE TO LEGAl GAMBUNG by
Harland B. Adams, A fascinating, authentic picture of legal gambling in the
United States.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $1.98
WilliAM SHAKESPEARE: The Complete
Works. All that Shakspeore ever wrote.
1100 page•, with ribbon book-mark.
Special Import $2.9B

BOOKS!

REMBRANDT-4B paintings in Full Coler.
lntro. and notes by Trewtn Copplestone.
Special Import $2.98
One Million Words. HUTCHINSON'S
NEW 20TH CENTURY ENCYCLOPEDIA, 4th edition. Ed. by E. M. Hotsley. A thoroughly Coordinated and
reliable reference work, ever l,OOO
pictUres~
over 1,000· pages, over
1,500 lilustroticns, aver 19,000 articles.
Pub. at $9.95
Sale $5.98

PICASSO, By Keith SuHon. A magnificent
volume of 4B FULL COLOR reproductions
of Picasso's most representative paintings.
Special Import $2.9B
150,000 References. CHAMBER'S TWENTIETH CENTURY DICTIONARY. Many
more words, more references, mere llefinitions, than any other dictionary of comparable price.
Pub, at $5.50
Sale $2.98
VELASQUEZ: 4B COLOR: PLATES. By Phil·
ip Troutman. Every stage and facet of
Velasquez's renowned career. 54 plates,
48 ln FULL COLOR.
Special Import $2.98

MICHELANGELO. By Nicholas Wadley.
55 FULL COLOR PLATES, pius a 3-poge
fold-aut reproduction of the SISTINE
CHAPEL ceiling.
Special Import $2.98

THE BROKEN WINGS: Tender story of
Gibran's love lot Selma Karamy.
Sale $1.00
TREASUI\Y OF PliiLOSOPHY. By 0. t>.
Runes. Over 1,300 pages covering the
whale span of recorded philos\)phicol
thought and Writing.
Pub, at $1 O.()O
Sole $3\98
I

TIA VICTORIA'S SPANISH KITCHEN. By
Victoria Serra. 'Contains hundred$ of
recipes for the finest Spanish traditional
home cooking.
Pub. ol $5.95
Sale $2.98

{<J'a.

THE PLAY~RS •. Football - The Groat
l'ros. & Haw They Play. lly. Tex Maule.
13dtphofos, mostly action sh_ols, 33 in

cofo/..

l"ub, at·$15.00

up

MEXICAt-t AR1: From the While
to Otc%<:Q. By Justina FernarJ.eez.
Twenty centttrle$ of Mexican A;t. tl6
Illustrations. English text.
f
Spsdof hnpor,f $2.98

•

Sale $5.98

THE PROCESSION: An intimate portrait
of the world famous author of ''The
Prophet."
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
GOYA. By Bernard Myers. A royal road
of excellent text and brilliant, full color
are reproductions. 49 plates in FULL
COlOR.
Spedaf Import $2.98
DEGAS. By Phoebe Paol. 4B Paintings in
Full Color.
Special Import $2.9B

JA!>ANESE ART. lly Raymond ohnes. 48
fUlL COLOR reproductions of more than
60 masterpeces.
Special Import $2.9B

INFORMATION. 1,000 pages lam-packed
with signifia:mt articles, countless charts,
maps ond tables.
Pub. at $4.95
Sole .99

KAETHE KOLLWITZ DRAWINGS. By
Herbert Brittner. A handsome art book
-150 drawings by the greateSt woman artist of aU ffmc.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale $5.98

Louis Auchindoss - THE EMBEZZLER.
Scanlalaus and pulsating novel of a
Wall St. manipulator's act of betrayal
that brought down the delicately balanced
structur<> of tho Steck Exchange,
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99
ENJOY EUROPE BY CAR. By William J.
Dunn. Indispensable guide to 18 countries.
Pub. at $5.00
Sale .99

AUBREY BEARDSLEY DRAWINGS.
Only volume available with the 8
Priapean illustrations for Lys!strata and
the Suppressed Satyric lrawings.
Pub. Cit $10.00
Sale $3.98

FOR & de Gaulle~- HOSTilE AlliES. By
Milton Vfcrot. Close-up, cyebalf-to-eyebdll account of the bitter duol between
two giants of tho 20th Century.
Sol!! $1.98
Pub. at $6.95

5 u

ENGINEERING-An Anthology of Writings. Ed. by S. Rapport & H. Wright, 21
non-technical articles. Brings to life 'lOme
of the most dramatic and significant
achievements in the history of engineering,
induding automation and space flight.
JIJus.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99

UNUSUALLY
LARGE
SELECTION

THE OSWALD AFFAIR-An Examination of the Warren Report. By leo
Souvoge. Over 400 pages of detailed
probing into the glaring contradictions and omissions. Photos.
Pub. at $6.95
Sale .99
LIFE AROUND US. By Fritz-Martin Engel.
Everything that grows, crawls, blossoms,
runs, lig> or burtows Is exomlned in minute detail.
Sale .99
Pub. al $6.95

U.S. BOOK OF FACTS, STATISTICS &

MODERN SEX TECHNIQUES. By R. Street.
A frank di!cussian of ·se)(ual pracliccs,
presenting delail~d instructions for achievIng mutuol satisfadlon and olfllring
straightforward information on basic
principles and techniques. lllus.
Pub. at $3.95
Sale $1.9B

Sctlbner HANDBOOK OF ENGLISH. By
A. H. Marckwordt & F. G. Cassidy. Excellent reference guile to correct usage and
expression.
Solo .99
Pub. af $3.95

THE IDEA OF EUR(IPE. By Denis de
Rougemont. Mcgnlf1cei11 antholagy spanning 2,000 years! ;Solo .99
Pub. at $8.95

.
'

e

RECORDS!

OlD JULES COUNTRY: A Selection from
th~ Warks • of Marl Sandoz. Generous
sampling of the non-fiction writings of one
of our most inspired Interpreters of the
American West.
Sale .99
Pub. at $4.95

Dream World - KANDINSKY - 48 Full
Color Plates. By F. Whitford. Traces Kand!nsky's artistic development.
Spaci<ll lmpQrt $2.9B
BOT11C~lll. By BeHina Wada. An eloquent testimony to one of the giants of
the Renaissance.
Specal Import $2.9B

Was HE James Bend? THE LIFE OF IAN
FLEMING. By John Pearson. Describes his
personality, loves, travels, friendships,
adventures and careers.
Pub. of $6.95
Sale .99

THE THINKiNG DOG'S MAN. By Ted Patrlek. Wildly funny summons lc the dogs
of !he world to overthrow their mediocre
''maslors.'' With biting drowings, and a
letter of approval from John Steinbeck.
Sole .99
Pub. ot $4.95

JAZZ
CLASSICAL

POP
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By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
(second of a series)
(Second of a series)
UNM had three WAC champions in athletic!! last year but
only one - gymnastics-brought
the Lobos close to a national
ch ampionship. And this year's
team has an excellent chance of
going all the way to the top.
Last yea,r's team finished with
a :;potless 11-0 mark and captured the WAC championship with
an upset win over five-time champ
Arizona, The Lobos finished fifth
at the NCAA finals in Tucso~.

The gymnasts open their sea.
son Monday Nov. 18 with an intrasquad meet which will give
fans opportunity to see potential
champions before the regular season starts,
14 Meets Set
Coach Rusty Mitchell has lined
up 14 meets for his squad plus
the two big ones- the WAC and
NCAA meets in early spring.
This year's team is loaded with
16 athletes, and only five are seniors. The others include: two
juniors, five sophomores, and four
freshmen. The NCAA has passed
a :ruling which says freshmen are

Dave Carriere-Rings

...

r
Jim Hruban-Floor Exercise

I'

•'

...

.,.
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UNM Gymnasts Prepare For New Season

(
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eligible fdr the minnr sports.
There will be six: gymnastics
routines and include: floor ex:ercise, side horse, rings, long horse,
parallel bars, and horizontal bars.
An Explanation
Following is an explanation of
each routine.
FLOOR EXERCISE - This
exercise is done on a 40 foot by
40 foot cushion which is similar
to a wrestling mat. The exercise
consists of tumbling, flexibility,
agility, strength, and balance, All
four corners of the mat have to
be covered by the athlete during
his routine.
The Horsey Ride
SIDE HORSE- This exel·cise
is known affectionately by gym.
nasts as the 11pig" or the "ani·
mal". Most gymnasts :regard it
as the hardest of exercises since
it consists of a constant swing
and balance by the athlete. No
stopping is allowed during the
routine, making it harder on the
athlete. The routine ends and
starts in the middle of the horse.
The required moves are the scis·
sor, forward and backward movements, and double leg circles,
RINGS - This is another ex·
ercise which is physically demanding. The gymnast must show
combined movements of swing
strength ad hardest of all: steady
holda without movements of rings.
An athlete must display one difficult position em p has i z in g
strength.
Like Leap Frog
LONG HORSE- This exercise
is similar to the childhood game
of leap frog but requires more
stamina and balance. The performer must jump twice over the
horse. But the athlete has an option for his second vault. If he
feels he has done well on his first
he can bypass the second one.
PARALLEL BARS- This exercise is exciting to watch - es·
pecially a women gymnast doing
it. But since Mitchell has none
for the male viewer, a further
explanation: will suffice. The per:fornier must show movements of
swinging and vaulting and in·
elude one pattern of strength. He
must show one difficult trick with
a regrasping of the hands above
or below the bar.
Similar to ltings
HORIZONTAL BAR - This

exercise is similar to the rings
and parallel bars. It involves
swinging and vaulting movements
and has no stops. The giant swing
predominates.
A c t i o n s speak louder than
words. The preceding explanation
may not be clear enough. So fans

Thursday, November 7,1968

Pikes, Chicks

are invited to attend the meets
and see some of the finest college
gymnastics in the country when
the team opens its season Nov. 18.
The third and final installment
of this series will include profiles
of the athletes and an outlook on
the coming season.

UNM basketball coaches Bob
King, (r.) and Norm Ellenberger
are shown in the thick of action.
The Lobos open their 1968-69 season November 30 against Abilene
Christian College.

Coaches in Action

Lobo Cagers Get Ready
Rich McConneiJ-Parallel Bars

Popejoy HaU
and The Cultural Program Committee

PERFORMING ARTS FILM SERIES

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
Coach Bob King's basketball
troups are progressing "pretty
well" in preparation for their season opener November 30 against
Abilene Christian College.
Six-foot-eight pivotman Ron
Sanford is in good shape in his
bid to recover from an eye injury
sustained in practice two weeks
s

\
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
win agree

presents
Laurence Olivier

Robert Newton

in
Open

Dt~ily 10·7
Sunday 1Z·7

Academy Award Winner
Shakespeare's

HENRY V
\

Fri. Nov. 8-7:30 p.m.

I

OLD TOWN- OFF Tll:E PLAZA ,

m~-7909

\
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In 1967 the Arizona State Sun
Devils were second in the nation
in scoring running Up 350 points
in ten games :for a 31i per game
average.

Adults 2.00~Facu1ty/Sta:ff 1.50
Students-1.00

Varsity Beauty
Salon
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Welcome UNM Staff Personal,
Professors Families, and Students to Your Nearest Good
Beauty Salon to Get All Your
Beauty Services.
111 Harvard S.E.
242-1337
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Bob Manna-Parallel Bars

'

Wolfpuppies Play Kitties;
l-lope to Finish at .500
The UNM freshman football
team will go after its first .500
season since 1966 Saturday as the
Wolfpups journey to Tucson and
take on the Arizona Wildkittens.
Coach Damon Bame's crew
dropped a 32-20 contest to the
New Mexico State frosh last
Saturday and take a 1-2 record
into the Tucson game. The 'Pups
lost their opener against Arizona
State, 17-6, and booted a threepointer in the last two minutes to
beat UTEP 37-84.
Always Exciting
The New Mexico-Arizona tilt
has always been a highlight of the
season, but usua1ly for Arizona.
The Wildkittans have won eight
Of these games in a row, including
a 50•12 win last year. The 'Pupn
last Win against Arizona was in
1959 by a 14-6 tatly.

Big Houston Ross, a 215 pounder from Jersey City, N.J., continues to lead the Wolfpups in
rushing. He has garnered 272
Yards in 53 carries :for a snazzy
5.2 average, in addition to leading
the squad in ' scoring with 24
points on four touchdowns. His
longest TD scamper was a 52
yarder against UTEP.
Houston Starts
Ross will start at tailback, with
Rod Peterson, a 170 pounder from
Rolling Heights, California, at
quarterback. Mike Barbere (205)
at fullback and Steve Fuller (176)
are at wingback. Peterson has
picked up 117 yards rushing and
an additional 264 on 10 of 18
pass completions. Peterson has
passed for two TDs and run two
others.
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ago. Sanford is almost completely
recovered from the knee operation he underwent in August and
should be going full tilt by the
opener.
Fast Break Used
The Lobos have been working
chiefly on the fast break and related offensive plays designed to
speed up their offense quite a bit
from past years. Most of these
techniques are new to the squad,
which was house-broken on
King's control-type defense. This
style of game has been prevalent
at UNM for 1;he past five seasons.
The squad is adapting quite well
to these new plays, and seems to
have that winning loolt in their
faces at the practice sessions.
Petie Impresses
Coach King's Wolfpack, which
was picked unanimously by the
WAC coaches to repeat as con·
ference champs at their bi-annual
convention in Albuquerque, will
:teature flashy Petie Gibson, the
speedy sophomore point man who
has the talent to be one of the
greats.
"Petie is doing real fine" Coach
King asserts, "but he is a sopho·
more and still has a lot to learn."
Few Tickets Left
The Lobos, 23-6 last year and
picked 5th and 6th in the nation
in two early preseason polls, have
created a basketball fever in AI·
buqurq_ue. There are less than 50
season tickets left out of an allotment of some 10,000 in 14,481·
seat University Arena.
Alums Hawaii-Bound
The Alumni association has
chartered a Douglas Super Jet to
fly a 195-passenger group to Ha~
waii for the Lobos' games with
Hawaii University, December 5-6.
Coach King obviously enjoys
fan support and the publicity his
squad has been granted in pre.
season polls. But he'll look you m
the eye and say, ' 1Being rated is
just fine, but a rating never won
a game for anybody."

By BOB LOWDER
Sports Writer
Pi Kappa Alpha took an uninspiring and lack-lustre '{-0 victory over Mossman, the dorm
league champion, yesterday to advance to the fim1ls of the intramural football championship.
The Pikes must face Mother
Carey's Chickens, the top independent team and last year's defending champion, in he final
game tomorrow afternoon.
The Chickens came out on top
in the independent league after
trouncing Law School 20-7 in action on Tuesday.
'l'he only PKA score came early
in the second half on a 30 yard
end run by Jackson Ellison. Ellison picked his way through the
confusion in his own backfield and
sgirted the sidelines for the six
points.
Quarterback Dave Williams hit
Dave Hendricks in the end zone
wih a quick short pass for the
extra point to make the 7-0 winning margin.
Mossman had a hard t;- ~ getting its offense into gear. Many
of their gains were called back by
penalties which seemed to hit them
at key moments. Their deepest
penetration into Pike territory
came in he second half when two
successive illegal proceedure calls
and a persistent mauling defense
had he Pikes operating f r om
their own five yard line.
The Mossman offense really
blew its cool at one point. The
team lined up for a play and the
center looked back and found he
had no qua1·terback to snap the
ball to. A five yard illegal proceedure penalty brought them
back to their senses.
Jim Lister turned in the most
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respectible performance for the
Maulers going both ways as a
safey and offensive bnck. Lister
racked up most of Mossman's
ground yardage and intercepted
two PKA passes,
Ninety percent of the game was
played between the two team's 30
yard lines as bath groups tried
to o·utdo the other in fumbles and
penalties. Officials stopped the
game a one point for an equipment
change when it was diacovered
that a Pike back was wearing
football cleats which are not permitted in intramural competition.

PKA and Mother Carey's Chickens go into the championship game
with only one losa each. Both
teams had postseason rematches
with the squads that had previously defeated them. In the rematches
the Pikes and Chickens turned
the tables in an impressive manner.
Tomorrow's game should be a
top notch contest as Mother Carey's Chickens try to make it two
in a row and he Pikes attempt to
bring the intramural football
c1·own back to the Greeks.

He's an easy" person to talk with.
And what he can tell you about policies
specially designed for seniors and graduate students is worth listening to. It
can make a lot of differenc~ in your
future. Talk with him when he calls.
There's never any obligation.
SouthM!BBtern L/fB
IN~)I.JRAf\IC."t:'

t 01\AP.t:I.N'Y

120 Vassar SE
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247-1051

OP DIGITS
HAPI COATS
MOROCCAN GIMBRIS
(in all sizes)

-

'!ob SIIN FUIPLNW.

·6WtMofl.< GAZEBO
1.. O!..DToWtl

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRlCED
FOR STUDENTS

STAR FLOWERS
BUNG BANGERS

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

BUnERFIELD ••• YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

SHORT•LtNGrti 11MONn"

SIMPLY FASHIONABLE
water repellent
flap pockets
attractive side vents

FREE!

at the

lobo

POLAROID SWINGER
Come in and look at our Orange
Blossom rings and register free
for a Polaroid Swinger! New

Contest each week.

2120 Central S.E~

The beer..runner wouldn't call "quits''
When his ship floundered off St. Moritz;
He cried, uSink if we must,
It seems only just

That the captain go down with his Schlitz."

MENS SHOP
243-6954
!2312 CENIRAL SE

.
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.HHH Feels Release, Relief After Defeat
. MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (UPI)At the end, Hubert Horatio Humphrey ,was worried that someone
might feel sorry for him.
"I don't want any sympathy
from any of you," he told his
family and a few close friends in
his hotel suite,
His blue eyes gliatened and a
smile broke from behind the outthrust chin that has been an
American political fixture fol.' two
decades.
It was over, The obstacles were
too numerous-too many labor
defections to Wallac:e, too little
support from the Negro community, too many angry Democrats
who stayed home in protest, too
little time. Ohio, California and
Illinois had drifted to Nixon.
Humphrey had gone off to bed
in the wee hours of the morning
with hopes still flickering faintly
but awoke after a fitful rest at
midmorning and got the news
that he had lo:st one of the closest
elections in history.
Humphr<ly Makes Concession
· At 11:30 a.m., he rode the 14
floors down to the hall of states in
the Leamington Hotel to choke
out the concession speech in which
he offered his full support to Re-

publican Richard M. Nixon and his wife, Muriel, and kissed her.
promised to continue service to The crowd of several hundred was
the public and.the party.
on its feet applauding. Women
It was the bitterest of political were in tears. He saw the reflecexperiences for this most human tion of his own ordeal and decidof men-his nomination by a ed to step back in front of the
Democratic party in agony and microphone for a post !lcript
angt:)r, two months of trying to which turned out to be longer
outrun the defeat burning his than his concession speech.
heels at every step, a surging re"Now, go have some fun," he
vival of hopes in the campaign's ,implored them. "It has been a lot
final days and the. long, frustrat. of hard work. I don't want any.
ing night of his defeat.
body to have any extra symHe stepped back, reached for pathy."

St:udenb Burn Flags
In Czechoslovak City

(UPI)-Thousands of jeering students Wednesday night ripped to
shreds and burned Soviet flags in
the streets of Bratislavia. Russian troops made no move to stop
the demonstrators.
In Prague, a crowd of 150 bystanders, held back by police officers standing shoulder to shouldt:lr, jeered and whistled when Soviet lemousines sped to the
Prague theater with Soviet Deputy foreign minister Vaslly Knetsov and Soviet Ambassador SteFORREN'l'
pan Chervonenko.
APT. FOR RENT-$75 plus utilities. Good
The demonstrations in protest
condition .. Living nn, Kitchen, 1 bednn
against the Soviet occupation of
and bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
or see at 131 Harvard SE Apt. 3, morn•
Czechoslovakia came on the eve
ings~
of
celebrations marking the 51st
FOR SALE
anniversary of the Bolshevik
1954 PONTIAC HEARSE, 55,000 m!Ies,
Revolution.
New Motor. wheels.., bucket seats, tach.~
shifter, reoent paint iob, radio, complete
The protests began in Brati.
records kept on all exponses. $1200 in.
vested BeJl for $650 cash OJ:" trade. 115 Jl
slavia when an estimated 4,00{)
Harvard SE.
students assembled outside the
68 RENAULT R-10, H,925 aetwll miles,
city's national theater where the
AM...FM-sW radio, like new condition, ao . .
35 miles J)er gallon, excellent tires. Have
Russian anniversary was being
company car, must selL Call 344-1261.
marked with a performance of
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best offer over
Gounod's opera "Romeo and
$375. Needs minor body work. Ed RedJuliet."
dig Eneo Sta.tlon aorOSt! !rom Ba.taan
llos:pita.J.
Students Destroy Flags
1966 SUZUKI TRAlL. $225. Phone zseUPI correspondent Robert San1997 after 6 p,m,
Pierre reported long-haired stu600cc INDIAN Sincle 1958. 500ce AJS
dents and girls in short skirts
Single 1966. Best otfer-115 D Harvard
SE he/ore 4 )).. J:n..
pulled down crimson .hammer and
LlXE .N:EW" Con¢ard' '700 Stereo X11pe ,R.e..
sickle flags of the Soviet Union
corder. Beaot!ful wood cabinet & speakers. $1611. CaU 211-2.311.
from poles on Hvesdslavove
Square in front of the Bratislavia
SERVICES
theatez-.
They kicked the flags
WILL DO TYPING at my home. Call 8980683.
across the square and set them
HELP WANTED
afire to the applause and cheers
of other youthful demonstrators.
LARGE FIRM can ll!le 2 male undergraduates in advertising & sales department.
The tattered ends of many of
$Z.56 J>er hr. average. Car required. 299·
4365, 2 to 4 J>.m. onl!r.
the :flags were tied around the
MISCELLANEOUS
flagstaffs, The banners had been
hoisted on orders of the ministry
WANTED' Portable tape recorder and
tapes, for cl8sa lectures. Cheap ($) hut
of the interior to honor the birth
sturdy. can 268-2139 evenings or eome
b:V LOBO Office. :r. Mifogfa.v.
of the world's first Communist
regime.
RUSH AVIATION CENTER. 1118trument.
Comlnerclar-Prlval.<!
Ground
&hool
Russian troops were seen on
classes. can 256-3756 or 298-1978.
some streets in Bratisilavia in
"HARRY, NOON AND NIGHT i~ a shockIng play, even for me, and I'Jn not
jeeps but they made no move to
easll:r shocked. But. rve felt a growing
stop
the demonstrators.
"""""' of commitment to Ita. truth,
strength origlnolit:y s.nil craftmlanshlp
Czechoslovak
police carrying
and I iook. forward to understanding
what ita. al la.bont by openiuQ: nlgbt.':hilly clubs were reported by
Craw!ord :MacCallum, Old Town Studio.
Slovak bystanders to have arrest- ·
Box Office 242-4602. Performan..., November 1·3, 7-10 at 8:00.
ed two students, but the arrests
could not be confirmed.
PERSONALS
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S i m i I a r demonstrations had
erupted in Prague and Bratislavia
last month during the celebration
of the 50th anniversary of the
establishment of the Czechoslovak republic.
Czechoslovak troops and policemen in Prague sealed off a 15block area around the national
theater to prevent trouble during
the performance of the Russian
ballet, which was attended by
Knetsov and Chervonenko.
The only other Prague demonstration was staged by a handful
of students carrying Czechoslovak
flags who stood at attention. An
estimated 400 police rushed to the
scene and herded the youths into
paddy wagons and drove them
away,

For himself, he said he felt a
"great sense of both release and
relief," and he was going back to
his Lakeside retreat in nearby
Waverly to mow the lawn.
Humphrey is 67. At the outset

855-4551
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Dr. Ferrel Heady will be inaugura- official seal. The medallion is cast in
ted as UNM's tenth president in cer- silver and inscribed with the names
emonies at Popejoy Hall Saturday and dates of office of all of UNM's
afternoon at 3 p.m. The university past Pl'esidents.
has invited all UNM students, facul200 Delegates Expected
ty, and staff members to attend.
More than 200 delegates from colArturo Ortega, president of the leges and universities across the
UNM Regents, will be master of country, educational societies, and
ceremonies for the inauguration and professional associations will partiwill present the madallion of office cipate in the inaugural ceremonies
to Dr. Heady.
and will march in an academic proThe medallion, a new symbol of cession from the College of Educathe office of presidency at UNM, is tion to Popejoy Hall.
a modified version of the university's
Also participating in the proces-

Complicity Signers Make Plans

About 20 persons who signed a consider the case of three students
''The recent suspensions of three
complicity statement implicating suspended for their part in the dem- UNM students for participating in a
themselves in a demonstration a- onstration.
'watch-in' was unwarranted. The
gainst the NROTC on Oct. 22 decid~
Statement to Lavender
university administration did not
ed last night to send a copy of the
A member of the group, Bill Turn- follow the procedtn:"es they themstatement to the administration, er also suggested giving a copy to selves had established and the exStudent Standards, and some facul- Vice President for Student Affairs treme punishment did not match the
ty members.
Harold Lavender before Student circumstances or spirit of the event.''
"We the undersigned, do hereby
Peter Montague, a spokesman for Standards meets because, he said,
the group, suggested a copy of the "If they get a cover letter from the identify ourselves and declare that
statement be given to Student Stan- Dean, they will have no qualms a- we too are as 'guilty' of the charges
dards "just before they meet" to bout giving the same punishment to as the three students selected for
100 students as they do to only suspension. If you are to suspend
those three, then you must suspend
three.''
The three students who were sus- all of us. Your failure to do so will
pended by the AdministratioJ?- were be an admission of your true motives
subsequently reinstated by the same and that the charges should thereCHICAGO (UPI) - Mayor Rich- authority. Action by the Student fore be dropped.''
Want to be Identified
ard J. Daley refuses to concede il- Standards Committee is currently
pending
on
this
case.
The 87 persons signed the complilinois and its vital 26 electoral votes
statement
group
The
complicity
city statement because the adminito Richard M. Nixon.
also plans to give a copy of the state- stration said in a story published in
"It's conceivable mistakes were
ment to several faculty members the "Albuquerque Journal" on Oct.
made" in Cicero and Berwyn town"and have them prosecute us,'' said 25 that the reason only three stuships, Daley said. "A careful check
Montague.
dents were suspended was that they
may turn up very interesting reSigned by 87 :Persons
were "the only ones identified with
sults.''
The complicity statement signed certainity," rnembers of the group
Daley held a news conference
by
87 persons, reads in part:
said.
Wednesday and complained of bal,.
lots not arriving from the two heav·--------------~--------::::..:..._
ily Republican suburban towns until
12 hours after the polls closeq.
"There were irregularities in Cicero yesterday, poll watchers said.
In Very township, there was a letter
from the Republican ward leader
telling the judges to count the judi~
cial ballot :first," the Ma:;·or said.
Daley said counting the paper
judicial ballots first delays reporting
of the political races. He urged that
from now on the judges be elected
during the June primary.
"The way it is now, judges get
lost in the shuffle," he said.
Cook county treasurer Edmund
Kucharski, a Republican, s a i d
Daley's charges about the returns
f1·o:m the two townships were "completely absurd.''
":Here is a man who has a tremenLobo photo by Tony Loudcrbough
Peter Montague, spokesman for the students who signed
dous craze for power," Kucharski
complicity statements in support of the three students '_Vho
said. "I can understand how he Complicity Statements were sllspendcd for their parts in the NHOTC "Watch-m,"
spoke to a meeting last night.
might have lost his cool.''

Daley Refuses Votes
To Nixon in Illinois

Why?
· To introduce
the most elegant
. part uil
campo$.

£xpllnsive n~w
BI~CH~ fot

Only hie would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not I he girl ...
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designcd
for .sc~olarship athletes, lucky card. players and other rich campus
soctoltles who can cHord the expens1ve 49-cent price.
•.. But ~on't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hornble puntshmenf by mad 1cientists, the cleg;:mt Bit: Cfic still wrote
first lime, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clie. It's retroctoble. Refillable, Comes i11 a barrel colors. ·And like
all Bic pen$, writes first time, every time ... no molter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Walermon•Bic P<n Corporation, Mflford, Connecli<ut 04460
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U President Will Get Medallion
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A celebration ending the week
of mid-term exams is scheduled
to begin Friday afternoon on the
mall with a Roscharch Blotto Ink
Blot Contest.
A function of Radical Rush, the
lnk Blot Contest offers a prize
for the best blot.
Following the Ink Blot Contest
(paper, ink, and paint will be
furnished) there will be a dance
in the Union Ballroom, featuring
the Bounty Hunters, at 7:30 p.m.
During the dance there will be
a light show and Guerilla Theatre
productions. Regular admission
will be $1, and barefoot people
will be admitted for 75 cents.
Barefoot people caxrying a flower
will receive an additional three
cent discount.

now at

Vol. 72

!580
This
Week
Song Title
1. THOSE WERE THE DAYS
2. HOLD ME TIGHT
3. ELENORE
4. ALFIE
5. LOVE CHILD
6. OVER YOU
7. :MY SPECIAL ANGEL
8. CHEWY, CHEWY
~. SWEET BLINDNESS
10, HI HEEL SNEAKERS

NEW

~MEXICO

of his campaign, he told newsmen
that if he lost, he probably would
be too old to try for the presidency again in 1972 and probably
would return to college teaching.

Best Blot Wins
Radical Contest
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sion will be 150 platform guests and
representatives from the UNM faculty, administration, and student
body.
Dr. Dwight Waldo, the Albert
Schweitzer Professor of Humanities
at Syracuse University, will deliver
the principal address. Dr. Waldo, a
leading philosopher-historian of public administration, will speak on
"The University as a Power Center.''
The Rev. Dr. Paul Calhoun, pas- ·
tor of the Immanuel United Presbyterian Church, will give the benediction and the invocation. Music for
the inauguration will be provided by
the UNM Wind Ensemble under the
direction of Prof. William E. Rhoads.
Invitational Luncheon
Earlier Saturday, Dr. Heady will
attend an invitational luncheon in
the Union ballroom, Dr. Shennan E.
Smith, UNM's administrative vice
president, will preside at the luncheon.
Speakers at the luncheon will in-

clude Lt. Gov. E. Lee Francis, acting Governor while Gov. David F:
Cargo is out of the state; Jack Mulcahy, president of the UNM Alum~i
Association, and James Dines, president of the Associated Students.
Other speakers will be Hubert G.
Alexander, chairman of the UNM
faculty policy committee; Regents
president Ortega; and Dr. Thomas
C. Donnelly, president of New Mexico Highlands University in Las
Vegas.
President Since July 1
Dr. Heady took over as university
president July 1 of this year, succeeding Tom L. Popejoy who retired
after 20 years in office. Dr. Head~
was the academic vice president before being selected as president by
the Regents.
A native of Missouri, Dr. Heady
was a professor of political science
at the University of Michigan for
20 years before joining the UNM
faculty. He was the director of the
Institute of Public Administration
during his last six years at Michigan.
Dr. Heady is president-elect of the
American Society for Public Administration and is a member o:f the
National Academy of Public Administration. Heady holds bachelor'.,t;l,
master's, and Ph.D. degrMs in public
administration :from Washington
University.
The parking lot between the College of Education and Zimmerman
Library, to the north of the Union,
and another lot south of the University College and Counseling Center
will be reserved for non-UNM inauguration participants.
A host center will be in operation
in the gallery of the ballroom from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m., Saturday for
delegate registration.
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